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UNIT 1 READABILITY AND TEXT 
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1.7 Answers to Self-Check Exercises 

1.8 Key Words 

1.9 References and Further Reading 

 

1.0 OBJECTIVES 

After reading this Unit you will be able to: 

 know the various factors which make a text readable; 

 direct the users of the library, especially children and students, to the right kinds of books 

suitable for their age and cognitive level; 

 write the abstracts of books or reports of various kinds; and 

 Improve your abilities due to awareness of readability factors. 

 

1.1 INTRODUCTION 

Traditionally, the role of a librarian has been merely to acquire, store and organize books (or related 

material) in such a way so as to facilitate readers' access to those books. This might still hold true in 

special Research Libraries. However, in Academic and Public Libraries, which are used by school 

children and college students, the librarian's job becomes much more demanding. In school libraries, 

the librarian (along with the teachers) may have to direct the children to books suitable to their age 

and cognitive level. Even in undergraduate college libraries, a good librarian may suggest that book 

X on a topic is better than book Y on the same topic. In other words, it is the librarian's job to evaluate 

the readability of books. 
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Self Check Exercise 

1) A librarian's job is not merely to acquire, store and organise books, but much more. Read 

this section again before you elaborate this point. 

Note: 

i) Write your answer in the space given below. 

ii) Check your answer with the answers given at the end of this Unit. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1.2 WHAT IS READABILITY? 

We often come across people saying that book X is more readable than book Y, ever when the two 

books contain the same subject matter. While they probably say this because of an intuitive feeling, 

but if you were to prod them a little bit to give some reasons, they may say: 

 there are more "hard" words in book Y than X. 

 there are longer and "involved" sentences in book Y. 

 the print could be larger in book Y. 

 the concepts are better organised in book X. 

And if it were a child comparing the two books, she/he may say: 

 book X has more pictures than book Y. 

In fact, readability level of a book is based on just these criteria, and we shall discuss them in more 

detail in this Unit and formalise them. 

Activity 1 

We have listed some of the features which make a book more readable. Can you list some others? 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
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1.3 READER AND TEXT FACTORS IN READABILITY 

The readability of a book basically refers to those features of a text which make it accessible/ difficult 

to the reader. The central focus, therefore, is on the text rather than on the reader. But because the 

reading act is a function of both the text and the reader, the assessment of the readability of texts and 

the reading performance of readers are closely related. 

Therefore, when we ask a question such as, `What makes book X more readable than book Y?' we 

have to take into account two factors - one related to the reader's own knowledge and ability, and the 

other related to the text itself. 

1.3.1 Readers Factors 

The first factor which would tell us how well a reader can cope with a passage is her/his overall 

reading ability. This is often, though not always, related to her/his reading age. `Reading age' is a 

technical term, which refers to the average reading ability of a certain age group. Thus a ten year old 

child should have reached a certain reading level, which is at par with other ten year old children. 

Another important aspect is reader's interest of reader's motivation. A reader who is very interested 

in a particular topic will often go through a very difficult book. Many teachers have had the experience 

of seeing a student who had hitherto been a weak reader, suddenly become interested in a subject, 

and then read a rather difficult book. 

Activity 2 

Besides the two reader factors mentioned in this section of the Unit, can you think of any other reader 

factors which may affect the readability level of texts? Discuss the points that occur to you with your 

Counsellors. 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

1.3.2 Text Factors 

The primary objectives of readability research are to find out those features of language structure and 

discourse organisation which identify the difficulties the readers encounter in acquiring the 

knowledge contained in their books. Harrison (1980) suggests some broad criteria which influence 

the readability of a text. These include: 

 legibility of print, 

 illustration and colour, 

 vocabulary, 

 syntax, and 

 conceptual difficulty. 
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Legibility: 

The term legibility is used to refer to those aspects of typography which determine how readily the 

letters and words of the text will be deciphered. These include features such as size of type and type 

font used (i.e., the actual design of letters). It also includes layout features such as line length, size of 

margins, leading (the space between the lines and words), colour of paper and print and so on. Certain 

points which might be useful to remember especially in directing young children to books are given 

below. 

i) Size of Type - It is measured in terms of point size; a point is 1/72 of an inch. For those 

who are beginning to read a point size in the range of 14 point to 18 point is most effective. 

Example of 18 point Jack and Jill, 

Went up a Hill 

Example of 14 point Jack and Jill, 

Went up a Hill 

Type sizes in the range of 12 points to 14 points are recommended for seven to eight-year-old 

children. 

Example of 12 point Once there was a big brown dog named Sharu. 

For adults, the common sizes are ten, eleven and twelve point. 

Example of 10 point This is an example of ten point 

ii)Type Face - It is available in three main styles - Roman (ordinary), Italic and Bold. Italic is the 

term used for light, sloping letters, and is normally used for foreign words, book titles, and sometimes 

for emphasis. It should not be used for long passages. The average person needs longer time to read 

a text in Italics than in Roman script. 

Example : Fun with Cursive Writing. 

Bold Type is a dark heavy type, and is normally used for headings or emphasis. If it is used for a 

complete text, the material will be legible, but unattractive. 

Example: Objectives: 

             Introduction. 

 

iii) Upper and Lower Case - Another important option is the choice of CAPITAL letters (known as 

upper case) or the more usual mixture (upper and lower case). We often find headings printed all in 

capitals, to give them importance. But why is it unusual to find a complete text printed in upper case 

characters? It is again due to legibility. An average person cannot read a passage all in capitals as fast 

as a passage in upper and lower case. This is because, there are no landmarks for our eyes to rest on, 

while upper and lower case characters have tops and tails as in d and p respectively which help the 

reader to recognize words more quickly. 
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iv) Arranging the Type - Observations have shown that the eyes of readers do not follow the print 

smoothly along the line; rather, they proceed in jumps, with the eye resting on a focal point in each 

group of words. Therefore, a good arrangement of the text (layout) uses cues and devices to catch the 

eye most effectively. 

A primary consideration in this regard is the line length; sixty characters to a line should be the 

maximum limit. However, too short lines would also be unacceptable in practice. 

Another point which is worth noting concerns the use of unjustified typesetting. Normally, texts are 

left justified, i.e., each line normally starts at the sane distance from the left of the page, so that a  

straight margin could be drawn alongside the letters. Texts may also be justified to the right of the 

page. Research has shown that readers who are beginners or slow readers are helped more if the right 

side is unjustified. 

v) Colour of Paper and Ink - The use of coloured inks or papers is difficult to evaluate in that, 

while it may increase motivation (because of the novelty) it could lower legibility. Most readers find 

a change from black and white pleasing, at least for a while, but technically, any colour of ink other 

than black, and any shade of paper other than white will lower the legibility of the print. 

Finally, it would be unrealistic to expect any great gain in reading comprehension or speed as a result 

of more legible texts. However, a librarian must be aware that a less legible text will lower reader 

motivation, while a legible text will not turn a poor reader into a good one overnight. 

Self Check Exercise 

2) Fill in the blanks to complete the following sentences: 

i) A point size in the range of ___________ to _______ is the most effective for those who are 

beginning to read. 

ii) It is not advisable to use _________ and____________ typeface for readability of a text. 

iii) An average reader prefers to read a text which has a mixture of upper and lower case characters 

because _____________________. 

iv) Beginners and slow readers prefer it if the ____________ is unjustified. 

v) ___________ink and ________ paper are best for legibility of a text. 

Note: 

i) Write your answers in the space given below. 

ii) Check your answer with the answers given at the end of this Unit 
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Illustration: As we all know, children enjoy books which contain pictures, and in fact, interesting 

and colourful pictures, are often a great motivating factor for them to read. This can be seen by the 

immense popularity of comics even among slower readers. 

But, in general, how useful are the illustrations as an aid to readability? In many science text books 

diagrams and illustrations are usually an integral part of the text, but in some other subjects pictures 

could be counterproductive. Too many illustrations can distract the readers, who then recall less of 

the verbal content of the book. Also, if illustrations are not carefully selected, children as well as 

adults may well be confused. 

Self Check Exercise 

3) It is important to have lots of illustrations in a text. Comment on this statement. 

Note: 

i) Write your answer in the space given below. 

ii) Check your answer with the answers given at the end of this Unit. 

Vocabulary: Surveys of readers' opinions going back to the 1930s (for a review, see Chall, 1958) 

suggest that vocabulary plays a large part in whether a person finds a book readable or not. In fact, 

research studies have also found vocabulary to be the most important predictor of text difficulty. 

There are many ways of describing or attempting to measure difficulty of vocabulary, and two of the 

most common are word length and word frequency. Word length is usually measured in letters per 

word or syllables per word. For example, look at the following words: 

tiny, readability, vocabulary 

Tiny consists of 4 letters and 2 syllables. 

Vocabulary consists of 10 letters and 4 syllables. 

Readability consists of 11 letters and 4 syllables. 

So, in terms of the criteria of word length, tiny is the easiest word, while readability is the most 

difficult word. 

As a general rule, longer word are difficult words. By and large, long words also tend to be more 

abstract in their meaning, which again makes the word more difficult. Therefore, when a child 

complains that there are too many `hard' words in a text, she/he means that there are too many long, 

unfamiliar words for her/him in the text. 

Word frequency is measured by how often a word tends to occur in ordinary usage. As you already 

know, the words which are used most frequently in a text are the structure words (function words) 

i.e., words such as a, an, the, and, is, are, in, at, and so on. These words bind other words together 

although they do not carry meanings in the same way as nouns and adjectives do. The popular lists 

that one may consult for word frequency in English are Thorndike's list of words in common use 

(Thorndike and Lorge, (1944) and Dale (1948) lists of 3,000 and 759 words. By looking into these 

lists, one may get a rough idea of the vocabulary load of a text. 
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Self Check Exercise 

4) How many letters and syllables do the following words have? International, second, course, 

development, college. 

5) What is meant by word length and. word frequency? 

Note: 

i) Write your answers in the space given below. 

ii) Check your answers with the answers given at the end of this Unit. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Syntax : Readability research has shown that long sentences make texts more difficult for readers to 

absorb. And, in fact, many of the readability formulae have been based on sentence length. This does 

not necessarily mean that the difficulty level is because of the length of the sentence. It may well be 

that sentence length is a crude indicator of sentence complexity, and it is the complexity, not the 

length that makes a text difficult. Before we proceed further let's have an idea of what constitutes 

simple, compound and complex sentences. 

Example : 

i) Rita is in London. 

Simple sentence: contains a subject and a predicate 

ii) Rita is in London and Ravi is there too. 

Compound sentence: contain 2 (or more) sentences. 

iii) Rita is in London because she likes it there. 

Complex sentence : contains a main clause and one (or more) dependent clauses. 

In fact, a passage is often difficult if it contains too many complex sentences. This puts too great a 

load on the short - term memory and information processing capacity of the reader. Let's look at this 

sentence from a school text book. 

"Clinging to the rivers, which every year deposit a layer of fertile alluvium, these primitive peasants 

are living in village communities, witnessing in their calm tranquility the rise and fall of empires in 

the sprawling cities on the banks of the Ganga or the Jamuna". 
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Can you understand this sentence by reading it once? A normal reader cannot. A long sentence such 

as this, overfills the short term memory of the reader, and the information gets lost. As more and more 

words are crammed into a long sentence, the words we read at the beginning of the sentence are lost 

from the memory. 

Scholars have pointed out certain kinds of difficulty related to syntax (the word order). Some of these 

problems are listed below, so that you may avoid them in your own writing. 

i) Active vs Passive Sentences – 

Active : The probe measured the internal diameter. 

Passive : Measurement of the internal diameter was performed by the probe. 

One of the most common areas of difficulty especially in scientific writing is the use of too many 

passive structures. However, it must be pointed out that passivization is a useful grammatical device, 

its main purpose is to provide emphasis, by bringing to the head of the sentence the thing acted on, 

rather than the thing doing the action. However, since readers absorb active sentences more easily 

than passive ones, passive structures should only be used when they serve a communicative function. 

ii) Nominalization of Verbs- Nominalization is the habit of turning verbs into nouns, and 

this is a common feature in scientific writing. 

Example: 

The identification of the animals in the experiment is by battery operated devices. 

Wouldn't it be simpler to understand this sentence if we just said: 

 

Battery operated devices identified the animals in the experiment. 

Writing which continually uses nominalization, becomes tiring and flat; more effort is required to 

disentangle the structure, and the meaning often gets lost. 

iii) Modal Verbs- Modal verbs such as might, could, may and should cause comprehension 

difficulties for poor and slow readers, and make recall from memory more difficult fluent 

readers. 

iv) Clause Per Sentence- If there are more clauses in a sentence, it often becomes difficult 

to understand it. Look at this sentence, again from a school text book, and see if u can 

understand it. 

"From the layout and the strike of the mountain arcs along the Indo-Myanmar border and in north-

western India, it may be inferred that the compressional force acted upon the wedge of the plateau in 

these extremities from the east and from the north-west; and that the compressional forces were 

directed towards the plateau over as vast an area as three-eights of the compass affecting the whole 

northern edge of the subcontinent from the north-west to the east". 

v) Compression of Ideas - A clause/sentence can also be difficult if it is too compressed and 

the reader has too few clues to reconstruct the intended message quickly al correctly. For 

instance, consider this sentence: 
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Repeat using the same quantities of this sulphate solution, distilled water and acid, and the same 

procedure as above, only first at 30°C, then at 40°C than at 50°C and finally at 60°C (example cited 

in Harrison, 1980) 

The main clause Repeat is highly compressed, and it takes us awhile to understand that it means 

`Repeat the previous experiment'. Also as the sentence is loaded with too much information, so as 

instruction to students, it is highly unsuitable. 

However, we must point out here that syntactic complexity does not necessarily refer to flaws in the 

writer's writing ability, but rather it represents areas of difficulty for tie reader. For instance, a writer 

might well need to express a complex thought using complex sentence structure; similarly she/he 

might need to make frequent use of modal auxiliary verbs, such as might and could. The point here 

is not that it is wrong to use these, but rather that poor readers find sentences containing them more 

difficult to understand. 

Later developments in linguistics have pointed out that it is not merely syntactic complexity, but 

decoding of meaning and a large number of perceptual variables that play an important role in 

language processing. Therefore, syntactic complexity and conceptual difficulty are not independent 

of each other. In the next subsection, we will look at Conceptual Difficulty. 

 

Self-Check Exercise 

6) Why are long sentences more difficult to process? 

7) Change the underlined words from nouns to verbs. The sentence structure may also change in 

the process. 

i) The test substance is corrosive, therefore, spillage of the material on the skin must be avoided. 

ii) ... using this thin wall material a reduction in costs would be obtained. 

8) Read the example again "Clinging to the rivers, Ganga or the Yamuna". Now break it up into 

shorter and more comprehensible sentences. 

Note: 

i) Write your answers in the space given below. 

ii) Check your answers with the answers given at the end of this Unit. 
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Conceptual Difficulty: As mentioned in the earlier section, it is not vocabulary or syntactic 

complexity alone, which is responsible for difficulty of a text, but other variables as well. Readability 

analysts are now aware of the role of cohesion, coherence, idea density and conceptual difficulty of 

a given text. 

Take the case of conceptual difficulty. We know the conceptual difficulty is closely related to 

vocabulary, as infrequent words are often more abstract. However, we may encounter phrases such 

as: 

the green house effect 

a black hole in space 

Now, these phrases contain words which are frequently used, yet the concept may be understood only 

by science students. Therefore, while the lay reader does not face any difficulty with the words used, 

the concepts may be unfamiliar to her/him. However, there is a problem in assessing conceptual 

difficulty, in that there is no ready criteria for judging it reliably by mechanical tools of measurement. 

For example, is `the green house effect' easier to understand than `a black hole in space' by a lay 

person? 

 

Therefore, while conceptual difficulty and other variables such as cohesion, coherence, idea density 

are vital for understanding a text, they are not easily measurable. They are, hence, not included in 

predictive formulae because they are difficult to estimate mechanically. In fact, factors such as 

legibility and illustration, (which have been discussed in this Unit) also do not lend themselves to 

mechanical formulae, and hence do not form a part of the readability formulae. It is vocabulary and 

syntax which form the basis of most formulae of estimating readability 

Self Check Exercise 

9) State whether the following statements are true (√ ) or false ( X ). 

i) Type size of 10 point is ideal for eight year olds. 

ii) Unjustified right side typesetting aids slow readers. 

iii) Legible texts immediately improve reading skills. 

iv) Pictures and drawings are always a great aid to reading. 

v) Vocabulary difficulty is usually measured by means of letter or syllable count. 

vi) The word relative consists of 8 letters and 2 syllables. 

vii) Articles and prepositions are structure words. 

viii) It is better never to use passive sentences. 

ix) Sentence length often indicates sentence complexity. 

x) Most readability formulas are based primarily on vocabulary, sentence stilt ure and conceptual 

difficulty. 

Note: 

i) Check your answers with the answers given at the end of this Unit. 
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1.4 READABILITY AND COMPREHENSION 

In this section we examine the term `comprehension', and how comprehension tests 

have been used as a basis for deriving readability formulae. 

 

As Harrison (1980) says `readability is an attribute of texts, while comprehension is an attribute of 

readers'. There is, therefore, a fundamental difference between the two concepts. However, at the 

same time, these concepts are intimately related with each other, in that estimating readability is a 

matter of predicting the extent of the reader's comprehension of a text. Therefore, before we talk about 

readability, we must have some idea of what is meant by comprehension. 

 

There is considerable disagreement about what involves comprehension, mainly because it is a vast 

area involving a number of mental processes including semantic memory, verbal learning, visual and 

aural information processing, logical reasoning and so on. There is even disagreement whether 

reading comprehension is essentially a unitary competence, i.e., single ability, or whether it is made 

up of a number of subskills which can be tested separately. 

 

However, on one aspect there is general agreement. It is now firmly believed that comprehension 

goes beyond mere decoding of individual words, meanings and sentences. As long ago as 1908, E,B. 

Huey, the pioneer into research on the psychology of reading, abandoned the notion of meaning 

operating solely at the level of word. Even in those early days, Huey felt that there was evidence 

available which showed that comprehension had to be considered in terms of sentence units. 

Recent research in Schema Theory has considerably enriched our understanding of the reading 

process and taken it beyond the simple decoding model. Reading does not simply involve 

understanding words and sentences; it involves internalizing new information and ideas in terms of 

what is already available to the reader. According to Schema Theory, knowledge is stored in the 

memory in terms of content and textual schemas. Content schemas contain knowledge about objects, 

events, and situations. Textual schemas contain knowledge about the conventions of organised 

discourse. It includes knowledge about discourse structures that are common to most forms of text, 

such as paragraphs, as well as specialised discourse structures, such as those for stories or scientific 

article. 

 

Readers comprehend a text when they are able to bring to mind schemas that match the particular 

content and structure of the material. As they begin to read, readers search for a schema to account 

for the information in the text. That is, there is meaning anticipation and contextual predictability in 

the reader. For instance if a person is reading on Bees, she/he will have a certain `schema', which may 

include `an insect that stings ... that produces honey ... lives in a hive. She/he may remember that 
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there is a fertile Queen bee, worker bees, and a few males called drones... On the basis of this schema, 

readers construct a partial, tentative model of the text's meaning. This model provides a framework 

for continuing the search through the text. The model is progressively refined as the readers gather 

more information from the text. Reading comprehension thus involves the progressive refinement of 

a coherent model of the text's meaning. According to schema theory, therefore, meaning does not 

reside in the text alone, but is a product of the interaction of reader and text. (Armbruster, 1986). 

 

We have so far discussed the processes of reading. In order to arrive at a workable definition of 

comprehension, we have to find out some way of entering inside the head of the reader when he reads, 

and this cannot be done. The only course open to us is to elicit from the reader some response which 

will allow us to infer something about her/his mental processes and her/ his understanding of the text. 

in other words, to give reading comprehension tests, and on the basis of these tests, given to large 

samples, the norms for the readability formulas have been derived. 

 

Self Check Exercise 

 

10) What are the various faculties involved in comprehending a text. 

11) ...meaning does not reside in the text alone, but is a product of the interaction of reader and 

text'. Elaborate this statement. 

 

Note: 

i) Write your answers in the space given below. 

ii) Check your answers with the answers given at the end of this Unit 

 

 

 

 

1.5 READABILITY FORMULAE 

The number of predictive readability formulae now constructed runs into hundreds. Some have been 

designed by researchers, and others by classroom teachers. Many have been derived using 

sophisticated statistical techniques while others have been based on simple measurement and 

intuition. Formulae have been designed for different purposes and for a variety of age groups. Despite 

validation studies conducted, it is difficult to decide whether one formula is better Ian the other. Some 

of the popular readability formulae are the Fry graph, Fog formula, Smog formula, Flesh formula, 

Forecast formula, and so on. We shall discuss in detail two formulae. 

Applying a Readability Formula: 

One of the easiest and quickest formulae to work out the readability level of texts is the Fog Index. 

Of course, as you are well aware it is no more reliable than any other formula. The version, which we 

are going to use contains some adaptations, and is called the Modified Fog Index (MFI) (Jenkins, 

1987). 
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Like most other formulae, the MFI looks at the crucial variables in English - vocabulary td sentence 

structure. In order to measure the difficulty of vocabulary, we count all le polysyllabic words, i.e., 

words of three or more syllables. As you know, most uncommon we is in English are long and often 

abstract. In order to estimate the difficulty of sentence structure, we find the average length of a 

sentences in a passage. As mentioned earlier, long sentences are likely to be more complex and 

difficult to comprehend than short ones. 

We now calculate the readability score of a text using the MFI. Here is a text which was considered 

difficult to read by students studying geography. Let us see whether the readability formulae 

corroborate the feelings of the students. 

Evolution of Relief Features: 

India is characterised by a great diversity in its physical features. The north has a vast expanse of 

rugged topography consisting of series of great mountain ranges, their peaks are capped by eternal 

snow, offering examples of some of the loftiest prominences in the world. The inter-twined series of 

mountain ranges flank depressed longitudinal valleys and elevated plate surfaces, displaying a vast 

variety in human life and culture ranging from the Nagas of the indo -Burmese hills in the north-east 

to the Ladakhis of the north- west. The Himalayas fir these diverse culture-groups in a thread which 

runs invisibly along the mountain range. 

1. Count 100 words from the beginning of the passage. Count words joined by a hyphen two 

words. Put a vertical line after the 100th word to mark it. 

2. Now find the average length of complete sentences in the text. The quickest way to do this is 

as follows: 

a) Find the last full stop before the 100th word. 

How many complete sentences occur up to this full stop? The answer is 3. 

b) Count the number of words between the full stop and the 100th word. Subtract this number 

from 100, and you will know the total number of words in complete sentences. 

The answer is 91. 

c) Divide this total by the total number of complete sentences, and you will have the average 

sentence length. 

The answer is 91/3 = 30.3 

3. Underline the words of three or more syllables up to the 100th word. These are the `difficult' 

words. How many are there? 

The answer is 20. 
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What does the score mean? 

You will generally arrive at a score between 10 and 30. 

You can interpret the scores as follows: 

12 and under :very easy 

13-16         : easy 

17-20          : quite difficult 

over 20 :very difficult 

The students were, therefore, right in feeling that this text is a difficult one. 

The Flesch Formula (1948) : This is one of the best known measures of readability. It measures 

readability in terms of a notional score out of 100 based on the following formula. 

Reading ease score = 206.835 

- (0.846 x SYLLS/100w) 

- (1.015 x WDS/SEN) 

Where Syll/100w = Syllables per 100 words and Wds/Sen = average number of words per sentence. 

The passage tends to become increasingly difficult as the score falls below 50, whereas children's 

book should approach a score of 100. 

Now take the same text on which we applied the MFI formula. Let's use the Flesch formula and see 

if it corroborates the findings of the MFI Formula. 

Steps 1 and 2 are exactly similar to the MFI formula. 

1. Count 100 words from the beginning of the passage. 

2. Now find the average length of complete sentences in the text. The answer is 30.3. 

3. Count all the syllables up to 100 words. How many are there? The answer is 163. 

4. Now apply the Flesch formula. 
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206.835 = (0.846 x 163) – (1.015 x 30.3) 

206.835= (137.898) – (30.7545) 

206.835 = 168.6525 = 38.1825 

              = 38 

As this score shows, this passage is quite difficult, and hence corroborates the findings of MFI. 

Cloze Test 

Another readability test which one should be aware of is the cloze test. A librarian who works in a 

school, may find it helpful to use it from time to time. 

A standard cloze test is a text from which every nth word, i.e., for instance, every sixth word, has 

been deleted. The examinee has to restore the text by filling in as many of the deleted words as she/he 

can. In doing so, she/he will use linguistic knowledge, textual knowledge and knowledge of the word 

Cloze tests, which were introduced by Taylor (1953). This text involve the process of closure 

celebrated by the Gastalt psychologists. Guessing the missing words by the reader is a gap-filling 

task, or guessing the missing link. The text is considered to be readable according to how closely the 

reader's insertions or closures match the author’s original words. 

The interpretation of scores is done in the following manner. A score of 60 per cent or above indicates 

that the text is a fairly easy one, and can be used for independent reading. A score between 40 per 

cent and 60 per cent indicates that the students can comfortably read the material, and that it is suitable 

for instruction, because it represents their instructional reading level. A score below 40 per cent 

indicates that the material is too difficult and that it repress is the readers' frustration level. 

We gave the same passage with every sixth word deleted to six teachers who had all completed their 

post graduation. 

CLOZE TEST 

Read the text once through, and try to understand whatever you can of it. Read it again t d fill in the 

blanks while you read it. Do not fill in more than one word per blank. 

The land of India is characterised by a great diversity in its physical features. The north has a vast 

__________ of rugged topography consisting of__________of great mountain ranges, 

their__________ ____________ capped by eternal snow, offering 

_____________of some of the loftiest __________________________ in the world The inter-twined 

_______ of mountain ranges flank depressed__________valleys and elevated plateau surfaces, 

__________a vast variety in human__________and culture ranging from the __________of the Indo-

Burmese hills in north-east to the Ladakhis of __________________ north-west. The Himalaya link 

these diverse culture-groups in a thread which runs invisibly culture-grow in a thread which runs 

invisibly all along the mountain range. 

The mean score was 31.8 per cent. The score shows that even highly educated people we at a 

frustration level regarding this passage. The cloze scores, therefore, reinforce the finding of the 

readability formulas. 
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The findings of these three readability measures reveal that they are reliable guides I readability of 

texts, in that, their scores give similar insight about the text. These scores also match with the intuitive 

feelings of the readers themselves. You could, therefore, use the whenever required. 

Self Check Exercise 

12)Here is a passage from the same geography book, which the students feel is simpler. Apply the 

two readability formulae you have studied, as well as the cloze test, any see if your finding reinforce 

the claims made by these students. You may give the cloze test to five persons. While applying the 

readability formulae, give details of each step. 

General Demographic scene in India 

India is one of the most populous countries of the world. We are second only to China in terms of 

size of population. An overwhelming proportion of our population - about 76 per cent - lives in rural 

areas. This indicates a massive dependence on agriculture and other rural industries. The population 

is growing at a very fast rate. The average growth rate for the 1971-81 decade has been as high as 

2.47 percent per annum. The cities or towns have registered even a higher growth. This has happened 

because the urban centres have expended in area and have encroached upon the surrounding villages, 

as people continue to pour into urban centres in search of jobs and better living. India's population is 

by and large male-dominated or the proportion of women has been declining all through the twentieth 

century. This may be attributed more to the sociological factors which explain the low priority for the 

female child in the family. In the absence of proper attention the female child falls an easy prey to 

diseases caused by under-nutrition. A large number of women also die during child-birth. 

Note: 

i) Write your answer in the space given below. 

ii) Check your answer with the answers given at the end of this Unit 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1.6 SUMMARY 

In this Unit we have given you an insight into the various factors that make a text readable. These 

include variables such as legibility, the role of illustration, vocabulary load, syntactic complexity and 

conceptual difficulty. Since readability can also be measured by applying mechanical formula, we 
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have shown you how to apply two formulae on texts. We also give you details of the doze test, which 

is a useful tool, especially if you are a librarian in a school. 

An awareness of readability factors, will not only make you better librarians, but will also improve 

your own writing. 

1.7 ANSWERS TO SELF CHECK EXERCISES 

1) A librarian in a school may have to direct school children to books suitable for their age and 

cognitive level. If working in a college library, a good librarian should be able to suggest that certain 

books on a topic are better than certain others on the same topic. 

2) i.   14 point to 18 point 

ii. italics and bold 

iii. she/he can read faster 

iv. right side 

v. black and white 

 

3)It is true that illustrations in a book are a great motivating factor for children to read. Illustrations 

are also very important in science text books, where they often form on integral part of a text. At the 

same time, care should be taken in selecting the illustrations, as indiscriminate use of them can be 

distracting for the reader. 

4) 

international letters 13; syllables 5 

second  letters 6; syllables 2 

course   letters 3; syllables 1 

development letters 11; syllables 4 

college            letters  7; syllables 2 

 

5) Word length refers to letters per word and syllables per word. For example, International has 

13 letters and 5 syllables. 

Word frequency refers to how often a word tends to occur in ordinary usage. Structure words occur 

more frequently than content words. 

6) Long sentences are more difficult to process because they contain more clauses and create 

great load on the short term memory and information processing capacity of the reader. 

7) i)   The test substance easily corrodes, so avoid spilling it on the skin. 

iii) ...using this thin material, costs would be reduced. 

8) These primitive peasants have been living near these fertile rivers for centuries. They have 

quietly watched the rise and fall of Empires on the banks of the Ganga or the Jamuna. 
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10) Some of the faculties involved in reading include semantic memory, verbal learning, visual 

and aural information processing and logical reasoning. 

11) The process of reading involves an interplay of the text and the reader. Both these factors have 

been incorporated within the schema theory. According to the schema theory reading involves both 

textual and content schemas. Textual schemas include understanding words, sentences as well as 

discourse structures, such as paragraphing. In other words, the physical features of any piece of 

writing. 

Content schemas refer to the readers own knowledge of the world which she/he brim to a text. On the 

basis of this, the reader constructs a partial, tentative model of the text' meaning, which gets 

progressively refined as the reader proceeds in the reading task 

12) Modified Fog Index 

1. Count 100 words from the beginning of the passage. 

Numbers such as 76, 1971-81, 2.47 have been counted as single words. 

Answer: The 100th word is...upon...in the sentence "This has happened ....and 

better living". 

2a) How many complete sentences occur up to the last full stop before the 100th word?  

Answer : 7 sentences. 

 

b)Find the total number of words in complete sentence Answer : 85 words 

 

c) Find the average sentence length 

Answer = 85/7=12.14 

 

3 Count the number of polysuyllabullic words up to the 100th word. 

Answer:15 words 

Now calculate the MFI formula 

 

= 2(ASL+DW)    + 5 

         5 

= 2(12.14 + 15) +5 

5 

= 2(27.14)   +5 

5 

= 54.28 + 5 

5 
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= 10.85 + 5 

 

 

Answer = 15.85 : This is a readability score. 

 

The score shows this passage is easy. 

 

a) The Flesch Formula 

        Steps 1 and 2 are exactly similar to the MFI formula. 

 

3. How many syllables are there up to 100 

words. Answer - 170 

 

 

4. The Flesch formula 

206.835 - (0.846 X 170) - (1.015 X 12.14) 

206.835 - (143.82) - (12.32) 

206.835 - 156.14 = 50.69 

Answer = 50.69 is the readability score. 

The test indicates that the passage is fairly easy 

 

1.8 KEY WORDS 

 Cognitive : Process of learning, understanding and representing knowledge  

 Cohesion         :          Piece of writing where parts and ideas are fitted well  so that they form 

a    unified whole. 

 Deciphered : To understand a written message.     

 Gestalt             : A technical term in psychology. It is something that you see or think 

of that has particular qualities when you consider it as a whole, which are not apparent when 

you consider only the separate parts of it.  

 Idea Density :       Number of ideas or concepts introduced in a text.   

  

 Intuitive          :        Feeling that something is true or exits, although one may have no evidence 

or proof of it.  

 Justified : A technical term in printing. A page of print (or type script) 

 that is arranged in such a way that both the left hand and 

 right hand edges are straight. 

 Motivation : An intense desire to achieve something, and willingness to 

 work hard in order to succeed. 
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 Point :  Unit of measurement of type-size (1 inch = 72 prints) in 

 printing; 6-point is small and 18-point is large print. 

 Readability of : Features of a book which make it accessible/difficult for the 

 reader a Book   

 Syllable : Part of a word that contains a single vowel-sound and that is 

 pronounced as a unit. Therefore, the word book consists of 

 one syllable, and reading of two syllables. 

 Syntax :  A technical term in linguistics, relating to the grammatical 

 arrangement of words in a sentence. 

 Text :  Any piece of writing which forms a whole. 

 Typography : The way in which written material is arranged and prepared 

 for printing. 
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UNIT 2 AN INTRODUCTION TO RHETORIC 

 
Structure 

 
2.0 Objectives 

2.1 Introduction 

2.2 Examples of Rhetoric 

2.3An Appeal to Emotions 

2.4 Elevation of Style 

2.5 Organization 

2.6 Let Us Sum Up 

2.7 Key Words 
Answers * 

 

 

2.0 OBJECTIVES 
 
 

Our aim in this unit is to introduce you to 'rhetoric' and present examples of rhetorical  
I speeches to show how they differ from ordinary prose. We shall follow this with 
a discussion of some of the characteristic features of rhetorical speech/writing. 

 

2.1 INTRODUCTION 

 

Rhetoric is derived from the Greek word rhetor, which means an orator or a public 
speaker. The term generally refers to persuasive or impressive speech or writing, that 
is, the use of language which is designed to persuade or sway or move people. It may 

sometimes be mere eloquence or exaggeration lacking substance and sincerity. When 
used with such implications, it is a derogatory term, 

 

The term 'rhetoric' means different things to different people. For example, Wayne 
Booth in his book The Rhetoric of Fiction discusses the different ways in which a 
novelist gains control over his reader's imagination. Grierson Wrote a book he called 

Rhetoric and English Composition, using the two terms as being closely related. 

 

Rhetoric is often used now a days to refer to discourse of a particular kind built up for 
or against a person, idea or ideology. For instance we often hear about 'anti-
reservation' rhetoric or 'anti Sardar Sarovar Dam' rhetoric or WMD' (Weapons for 
Mass Destruction) rhetoric where facts and figures are selectively used by a person, a 
group or a party or a nation to persuade or impress or sway people. 

 

 

2.2 EXAMPLES OF RHETORIC 
 
 

Here is the opening section of Pandit Nehru's speech on the death of Mahatma 
Gandhi. It was broadcast from All India Radio on 30th January, 1948, the day Gandhiji 
was shot dead. 

 
Friends and Comrades, the light has gone out of our lives and there is 
darkness everywhere. I do not know what to tell you and how to say it. Our 
beloved leader, Bapu as we called him, the Father of the Nation, is no more. 
Perhaps I am wrong to say that. Nevertheless, we will not see him again as . we 
have seen him for these many years. We will not run to him for advice and 
seek solace fiom him, and that is a terrible blow, not to me only but to
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 millions and millions in this country. And it is a little difficult to soften the 

 blow by any other advice that I or anyone else can give you. 
 I 

 The light has gone out, I said, and yet I was wrong. For the light that shone in 

 this country was no ordinary light. The light that has illumined this country 

 for these many many years will illumine this country for many more years, 
 and a thousand years later that light will still be seen in this country, and the 

 world will see it, and it will give solace to innumerable hearts. For that light 
 represented something more than the immediate present; it represented the 

 living, the eternal truths, reminding us of the right path, drawing us from 

 error, taking this ancient country to freedom. 

 (From Jawaharlal  Nehru's  Speeches,  Vol.  I,  Page  42,  Publications Division, 
 Government of India, New Delhi) 

 Now what has Pandit Nehru sa'id in this part of the speech? Perhaps we can re-write it 
 like this : 

 My countrymen, Mahatma Gandhi is dead and there is darkness everywhere. 
 We shall not be able to go to him for advice any more, but in fact he will 
 continue to guide us for many more years, because he represented the eternal' 
 truth, showed us the right path, and led us to freedom. 

 

This version, even though it says the same things, does not perform the function that 

Pandit Nehru's speech does. It fails to move us in the way Nehru's speech does. Nor 
 does it give an idea of Gandhiji's greatness. Now, what do you think brings about 

this difference? It is the difference in the two styles. Nehru's speech is a piece of 
rhetoric; the version we have produced is ordinary prose. 

 

Check Your Progress 

Exercise 1 

Read the two passages given below and say which of them is a piece of rhetoric 
and which one is not. Give reasons in support of your choice. 

 

a) A few years ago seven swallows were caught near their nests at Bremen 
in Germany. They were marked with a red dye on some of their white 
feathers, so that they could easily be seen. Then they were taken by 
aeroplane to Croydon, near London: this is a distance of 400 miles. 

(Munro Fox) 
 

b) We have before us an ordeal of the most grievous kind. We have before us 
many, many long months of struggle and of suffering. You ask, what is our 
policy? I will say: it is to wage war, by sea, land and air, with.'all our might 
and with all the strength that God can give us: to wage war against a 
monstrous tyranny, never surpassed in the dark, lamentable catalogue of 
human crime. That is our policy. You ask, what is our aim! I can answer in 
one word: .Victory - Victory at all costs, victory in spite of all terror, 
victory however long and hard the road may be; for without victory, there 
is no survival. Let that be realized; no survival for the British Empire; no 
survival for the urge and impulse of the ages that mankind will move 
forward towards its goal. But I take up my task with buoyancy and hope. I 
feel sure that our cause will not be suffered to fail among men. At this time 
I feel entitled to claim the aid of all, and I say, 'Come, then let us go forward 
together with our united strength'.  

(Winston Churchill, 1940) 
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Glossary 
 

or'deal: a severe test 
 

'grievous : causing grief or suffering 
 

'monstrous : causing horror and disgust 
 

'tyranny:cruel or unjust use of power 
 

'lamentable : regrettable 

 

'catalogue : a list of names, etc. in a special order 
 

'buoyancy:lightness af spirits 
 

'suffered:allowed 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Exercise 2 
 

State in ab'out 80 words the main points of the extract from Churchill's speech 
given above. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Now that you have converted a piece of rhetoric into ordinary prose, you should 
be able to see how words are used in rhetorical speech and writing. 
 

Let us go back to the passage from Nehru 's speech on Gandhiji that you read 
‘earlier. Notice some of the expressions in the first paragraph that move us and 
thus contribute to the rhetorical effects : 

 
An Introduction 
to Rhetoric 
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 'the light has gone out of our lives, and there is darkness everywhere'. 

 

'Our beloved leader, Bapu as we called him, the Father of the Nation, is 
no more'. 

 

The whole of the second paragraph is charged with emotion and is thus rhetorical. 
Now can you point out some of the rhetorical words and expressions in the passage 
from Churchill's speech? 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Did you list expressions like the following? 

 

'an ordeal of the most grievous kind'. 
 

many, many long months of struggle'. 
 

.....to wage war against a monstrous tyranny, never surpassed in the dark, 
 

lamentable catalogue of human crime.' 
 

'Victory - Victory at all costs, victory in spit^ of all terror, victory however 

long and hard the road may be; for without victory there is no survival. ' 
 

'the urge and impulse of the ages' 
 

'I take up my task with buoyancy and hope' 
 

'Our cause will not be suffered to fail' 
 

"I feel entitled to claim the aid of all, a d I say, 'Come, then let us go forward 

together with our united strength.' " 

 

2.3 AN APPEAL TO EMOTIONS 

 

You have studied-two examples of rhet3ric in the previous section. You must 
have noticed some features of rhetoric which may be described as follows: 

 

i) You will notice that, along with reasoning, or argument, there is usually an 
appeal to the emotions. Can you find examples of this in Nehru’s speech in 
Section 2.2? 
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Let's read Nehru's speech again. You will agree that the following expressions 
must have had an emotional appeal for the Indian listeners: 
 

'Friends and comrades', 
'the light has gone out of our lives',  
'Our beloved leader, Bapu as we called him, the Father of the 
Nation', 'a thousand years later that light will still be seen', 'it 
represented the living, the eternal truths'. 

 

2.4 ELEVATION OF STYLE 

 

Another feature you will notice in rhetorical speeches, or oratory, and in rhetorical 

writings is what we may call an 'elevation of style'. Now what does that mean? It means 

that the style has a kind of grandeur or dignity about it that raises it above the level of 

ordinary speech or writing. It was this that enabled you to distinguish between the 

passages h m the speeches of Nehru and Churchill and the passage from Fox. Go back 

to Churchill's speech and give examples of this 'elevated' style. 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

You probably included the following expressions in your list : 
 

'an ordeal of the most grievous kind', 
 

'many long months of struggle and suffering', 
 

'with all our might and with all the strength that God can 

give us,' 'a monstrous tyranny', . 
 

'the dark, lamentable catalogue of human crime', 
 

'the urge and impulse of the ages', 
 

'our cause will not be suffered to fail'.  
 
 

2.5 ORGANIZATION 
 
 
Another feature you would have noticed in rhetorical speeches is the way they are 
organized. There is usually an introductory part, and at the end there is a summing 
up or conclusion. You will notice it even in the extracts we have given in Section 
2.2 from two famous speeches. 
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Take Nehru's speech It begins with a statement about the occasion of the 
speech. The sad news is communicated to the nation and the loss is 
emphasised. There is, however, the consolation that Gandhiji will continue to 
guide humanity even after his death because he represented eternal truths. The 
last sentence of the second paragraph sums up the lasting contribution 
Gandhiji made to human thought, ethics, and moral conduct. 

 

 
- - 

2.6 LET US SUM UP 
. ' 

 

Rhetoric refers to persuasive or impressive .speech or writing. We have given 
examples of rhetoric in two famous speeches and shown how they differ from 
ordinary prose. Some of the features we have noticed in these speeches are: 

 

 an appeal to emotions, 

 elevation of style, and 

 effective organization. 
 

 

2.7 KEY WORDS 
 

 

ele'vation: grandeur 

e'motions: feelings 

organi'zation: systematic arrangement 
'rhetoric: the art of using words impressively in speech and writing 

style: manner of writing or speaking . 
 

 

ANSWERS 
- - - -- 

 

Check Your Progress 
 

Exercise 1 

 

The first passage is not rhetorical, while the second is. In the first passage, Fox 
merely states the facts: 

 

Seven swallows were caught in Germany, marked with a dye, and taken by air 
to Croydon near London. 

 

In the second passage Churchill is trying to persuade his British listeners 
during the Second World War (1939-1945) to fight the dictators in Europe 
unitedly. In order to do so he uses language in a special way, just as Pandit 
Nehru did on a very different occasion. 

 

Exercise 2 
 

We are going to pass through a severe test that will cause great suffering. Our 
policy is to wage war, by sea, land and air, using all our strength against the 
powers that have oppressed people in such a cruel and unjust manner. Our aim is 
to attain victory, for without it the British Empire and the urge for human 
progress will not survive. Let us go forward with our united strength. 
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UNIT 3 STRUCTURE AND STYLE 

 
Structure 
 
3.0 Objectives 

3.1 Introduction 

3.2 Structure 

3.2.1 Introduction 

3.2.2 Narration of Facts 

3.2.3 Proposition or Exposition 
3.2.4 Division of the Topic  
3.2.5 Proof or Confirmation 
3.2.6 Refutation 

3.2.7 Conclusion 

3.3 Style 

Purity; clarity; decorum; ornament 

3.4 Let Us Sum Up 

3.5 Key Words 

Answers 
 
 

3.0 OBJECTIVES 
 
 
In this unit we shall help you examine 

 the structure, and 

 the style of rhetorical speeches and writings. 
 
 

3.1 INTRODUCTION 

 
' 

In the last unit we introduced you to the subject of rhetoric. In this unit we shall discuss 
two things: the organisation of a rhetorical text in a proper sequence and the language 
of this kind of discourse. We shall make a passing reference to 'gestures' and 'body 
language' as well. That is mainly because an orator conveys his message not only 
through his words but also through gestures and postures. Gestures and postures are 
thus a part of the style of a speaker. We cannot, however, discuss this subject in any 
great detail because that would distract us from a discussion of the language which is 
going to be the focus of our discussion. 
 
 
 
3.2 STRUCTURE 

 
Any good speech, or a piece of writing, has to be properly organised; that is, it 
must have a structure. You know from your past experience that lack of 
organisation leads to confusion, and the speech or writing fails to make an 
impression on the listeners or the readers. A simple plan can be as follows: 
 
1) Introduction 
ii) Statement of the case 
iii) Proof, in support of the case 
iv) Conclusion
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 Now let us look at a slightly expanded version of the above plan. 

 

i) Introduction 
ii) Narration 
iii) Proposition or exposition  
iv) Division of the topic 
v) Roof or Confirmation 
vi) Refutation 
vii) Conclusion 

 
 

 
I 

 

 
Let's see what these sections mean. 

 

3.2.1 Introduction 
 

Here the speaker or writer draws the attention and arouses the interest of his 
audience with a promise of important things to follow. He addresses the listeners 
or the readers directly, drawing them into a personal relationship with him : 

 

For example, Mark Antony in Shakespeare's play Julius Caesar begins his speech 
as follows: 

 

Friends, Romans, countrymen, lend me your ears. 
 

Nehru began his presidential address at the 50th session of the Indian National 
Congress at Faizpur in December 1930 as follows: 

 

'Comrades, eight and a half months ago I addressed you from this tribune 
and now, at your bidding, I am here again'. 

 

Such are the tactics of a direct opening. If, however, the orator feels he has to overcome 

any resistance from his audience or the nature of his case puts him at a disadvantage, 

he may take recourse to an indirect opening. That is, he may begin with an anecdote, 

a fable, or a jest. He may also pick a remark of his adversary and turn it to ridicule. 

Nehru in his speech at Hyderabad in 1953, however; adopted no such strategy. He 

agreed with the contention of his adversaries and said so, and thus made a better 

impression on his audience than he would have made otherwise. He began: 

 

I am here at your bidding. I need hardly tell you how very greatly I appreciate 
this honour and the confidence and affection that accompanied it. And yet, I 

feel a little unhappy that I should have been chosen once again as Congress 
Resident. I agree entirely with those friends and comrades of ours who have 
objected to the high offices of Prime Minister and Congress President being 
held by one and the same person. I tried hard that this should not occur and 
pleaded with my comrades in the Congress to make some other choice, b u ~ 
their insistence and the circumstances were against me in this matter. I felt that 

for me to go on saying "No", in spite of the advice of so many of my valued 
colleagues, would not be proper. 

 

(Jawaharlal Nehru: India's Independence and Social' Revolution,Vikas, 

1984, p.86) 
 

A lot depends on the ingenuity and personality of the speaker. 1t is, however, 
important that the speaker creates a favorable impression about himself and 
arouses interest. 

 

3.2.2 Narration of Facts 

 

The narration of facts is generally more important in judicial discourses like those 
delivered in a court of law. It may not, however, be ruled out even in other fields like 
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physical sciences, social sciences, humanities, or commerce. The narrative, however, must always be brief, 
clear, and convincing. 
 

3.2.3 Proposition or Exposition 
 

The issue under discussion, the problem, or the major concern of the speech must be stated briefly and 
clearly. 
 

3.2.4 Division of the Topic 

 

The topic has to be divided into the major concerns of the oration. It is generally agreed that there should 
not be more than three major concerns or issues for discussion in one discourse. The greater the number of 
issues, the greater will be the chances of confusion. 
 

The divisions will help the listener or reader to keep track of the speaker's or writer's progress in ‘the course 
of this discourse. 
 

3.2.5 Proof or Confirmation 
 

This is the core of the speech. The orator marshals all the facts in his favour - evidence of witnesses, indirect 
evidence, arguments on the basis of probability, etc. 
 

Classical rhetoricians advocated that these be arranged in a military formation, strong ones coming first, 
the weak ones sheltered in the middle, and the most powerful ones defending the rear. Hugh Blair, an 
eighteenth century English rhetorician, suggested that arguments should advance towards a climax. 
 

3.2.6 Refutation 

 

Here the orator answers the arguments made or likely to be made against him. He may also refute the 
arguments of his adversary by exposing the latter's intentions and/or his character, or the verdict of others 
against him. 
 

3.2.7 Conclusion 

 

In the last part of his discourse the writer or speaker generally does three things: 

a) He sums up by enumerating the main points. 

b) He impressively affirms or emphatically states his position or findings. 
c) In a judicial oration he appeals to the tender feelings of the judge and the audience by 

arousing pity or indignation in them. He laments his ill luck and goes on to show that he 
will be brave and patient in his adversity. Cicero (106-43 B.C.), the Roman Consul, orator 
and writer, pointed out that a good orator would not linger over this, portion of his speech 
because 'a t e u is quickly dried, especially when shed for the misfortunes of others'. 

 

Check Your Progress 1 
 

Now go back to Unit 26 and read the section (26.5) on organization again. Notice how Pandit Nehru 
organizes his material in his speech on the occasion of Gandhiji's death (Section 26.2). Attempt a similar 
analysis of the organization in the extract from Churchill's speech (Section 26.2). 
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3.3 STYLE 

 
In the previous section we discussed the structure of a discourse. You will appreciate 

that although the structure contributes to clear and effective presentation, it is not 

sufficient in itself. The style in which the matter is presented is also important. 
 

Style may be simply defined as the manner in which things are said/written. The 

choices that a speaker/writer makes as far as elements of language are concerned - 

words, phrases, clauses, sentence-types, etc. - constitute the person's style or manner 
of expression. There has always been a debate between those who believe that style 
and content ('manner and matter' or 'expression and content') are inseparable and others 
who believe the two to be not only separable, but also separately describable. However, 
now more and more scholars tend to agree that language performs several functions 
and that, depending on the particular function (use/effect) one has in mind, one 
manipulates the elements of language. This manipulation of language by a 
speaker/orator/writer constitutes his/her style. 

 
There is an ancient Indian saying according to which those who know how to 
speak have no quarrels, just as those who know how to eat have no illness. Ancient 
Indian grammarians thought that a knowledge of grammar gave a person mastery 
over words or padasiddhi, which led to arthavichara or enquiry into meaning, 
which produced philosophical knowledge or tatvajnana, which culminated in 
rnokshasadhana or 'self-realization. A letter (of the alphabet) was called akshar - 
indestructible. Bhartrihari, in his Vakyapadiya talks about akshara lakshmi, the 
letter that is the veritable goddess of peace, plenty and prosperity. 

 
In the western .tradition scholars have always put a great deal of emphasis on 
decorum (propriety or appropriateness) as the chief element of style. The other 
important elements that, directly or indirectly, contribute to decorum, are purity, 
clarity and ornament. These elements of style may be represented as follows: 

 

 

Style 
Decorum 

 
 
 
 

clarity purity ornament 
 

Let's discuss them briefly. 
 

Decorum refers to the quality of appropriateness. In daily life we always change 
our tone of voice, our gestures, not to speak of the words, to fit an occasion and 
the person we are talking to. So we do not make jokes at a solemn occasion or 
make a serious speech in our sitting room at home. The universal rule, said Cicero, 
'in oratory as in life, is to consider propriety'. 
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In the west there is a long tradition of the study of oral delivery .Francis Bacon 
(1561-1626), the English philosopher, statesman and essayist, suggested a 
scientific approach to the study of gestures. The tradition has not died to this day. 
The American linguist Edward T. Hall studies physical, non-verbal expressions of 
ideas, which he calls silent language. 
 

Clarity helps intelligibility. Any confusion in expression leads to vagueness and 
ambiguity and this the speaker or writer must avoid at all costs. 
 

Purity refers to the language. The language of discourse should be correct. It should 
not have errors of grammar or usage. 
 

Ornament provides decoration. It may sometimes give us an impression of 
superficiality, but neither in life nor in discourse need it always be so. The figures of 
speech, that is, the use of words in ways other than their ordinary meanings to make 
word pictures, or comparisons, discussed already in Units 2, 22-25, are in a way 
counterparts of postures in 'silent language' .Meaning is created and communication 
made possible, not only because words have well-defined meanings like the traffic-
signs, but also because words have varying shades of meanings that they express only 
in a discourse in combination with other words. When words are used in discourse, 
they are at times used m a different way and thus arise figures of speech, like metaphor, 

simile, personification, and hyperbole, which give force and variety to one's 
expression. 
 

Such figures of speech constitute ornament or adornment. 
 

Let's now try to compare the styles of the two passages given in Exercise 1 of Unit 26 

- one by Munro Fox and the other by Winston Churchill. 
 

Fox's passage is a matter-of-fact narrative, giving an account of an experiment 

performed with birds. The three steps in the experiment are described in the 

sequence in which they occurred. The past tense and the passive voice are used 

throughout except in the last statement. This is typical of scientific reporting. The 

passage is a clear exposition of the procedure adopted in the experiment, and no 

ornamental devices have been adopted. The style is appropriate for the subject of 

the discourse. Churchill's speech is in a different style altogether. The aim is 

obviously not to give information but to appeal to the emotions of his countrymen. 
 

Its rhetorical effect is to a large extent due to the following devices: 
 
1) the use of words and expressions that have the effect of what we called 

'elevation of style' in the previous unit. 
 

For example, 
 

ordeal; grievous; 

monstrous 

tyranny: 

dark lamentable catalogue of human 
crime; the urge and impulse of the ages; 

our cause will not be suffered to fail. 

ii) the repetition of words, and parts of sentences, e.g., 
 

We have before us. ...  
We have before us. ... 
many, many.. . ... . ..... 
with all our might and with all the 
strength.. .. you ask, what is our policy?  
. ...you ask, what is our aim? 
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  Victory - victory .....,Victory 

 Victory.. ...; for without victory.. ...... 

 there is no survival.. ..... 
 no survival for the British Empire; 

 no survival for the ........ 
 

iii) a direct style using pronouns of the first person and the second person, 

which establish close relationship between the speaker and the audience, 

e.g., 
 

We have ......... We have ....... 
You ask what is our policy? 

I will say. ... with a11 our might. ..the strength that God can give us. 
You ask, what is our aim? 

Ican answer ...... 

I take up my task ........ 

I feel sure ... our cause ........ 

I feel entitled. ... 

I say ...... let us go forward ........ 
our united strength 

 

Check Your Progress 2 
 

Compare the styles of the speeches of Pandit Nehru and Winston Churchill 
given in ' Unit 2, 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

3.4 LET US SUM UP 

 
In this unit we have discussed two aspects of rhetorical speeches and writings - 
structure and style. 

 

3.5 KEY WORDS

                                    'akshara: literally,that which does not decrease or get destroyed, the letter of the  

alphabet syllable. 
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'Akshar'lakshmi: literally, the wealth of letters; the letter is the veritable goddess of peace, plenty 
and prosperity 

'artha'vichara: consideration/speculation about meaning 
 
confir'mation:  making firmer or stronger 
de'corum: right and proper behaviour 
'discourse (noun): a speech, a lecture or a treatise, on a subject 
 
, expo'sition: explaining or making clear 
, 'moksha'sadhana: self-realization; attainment of salvation 
,  nar'ration: telling of a story; giving an orderly account of events 
,  'ornament: that which is added for decoration  
, 'pada'siddhi: mastery over words 
 
, propotsition:a statement or an assertion 
 
, refu'tation: proving somebody's statements or opinions to be wrong or mistaken  
, 'structure:the way in which something is put together and organized 
  style: manner of writing or speaking 
'tatvatjnana: literally, knowledge of the matter, philosophical knowledge, fundamental 
understanding. 

 

ANSWERS 

 

Check Your Progress 1 
 

Churchill begins by introducing the subject of his speech - the future course of the war, which is going to be 
a severe test for his countrymen, and the hardship and suffering it is going to cause. He then divides his topic 

into two sections - (i) the policy and (ii) the aim, and presents his arguments in support of the stated 
objectives. He concludes by expressing his confidence and hope and making an appeal to his countrymen to 
fight the war against the enemy with their united strength. 
 

Check Your Progress 2 
 

Pandit Nehru addresses the nation on an occasion of national bereavement. His aim was to express the 
nation's sorrow but also to point out that Gandhiji would continue to guide us in the years to come 
because he represented the eternal truths. The mood in the beginning is that of sadness, but in the second 
paragraph it turns to hope because the light that was Gandhiji will continue to illumine this country and 
the rest of the world. 
 

Churchill addresses the British people on an occasion of national importance, but of a different type 
altogether. There was the threat of the invasion, of Britain by the Gennans. So he asks his people to rise 
in arms against the enemy and gain victory over him. The mood in the beginning is that of anxiety but 
soon changes to one of determination and confidence. 
 

The style of each of these speeches is appropriate to the occasion on which it was made. 
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UNIT 4 READING COMPREHENSION - 1 

 

 

Structure 

 
4.0 Objectives 

4.1 Introduction 
4.2 Text- 1 

4.3 Text - 2 - A. Survey of Campus Recruiters 

4.4 Let Us Sum Up 

      Answers 
 
 
 
 
4.0 OBJECTIVES 

 
To read and comprehend tmta about some aspect of Business; to enlarge your 
general and business vocabulary and revise some aspect of grammar. 
 
 

 4. 1 INTRODUCTION 

 

Given below (Text - 1) is an account of a rather 'novel' way of inculcating managerial 

skills in the business executives, through outdoor experience. Gone are the days of 
'boardroom brainstorming'. Now managers hone (sharpen) their skills under the open 
sky, undertaking hazardous adventures. In Text 2, we have another passage entitled 'A 
Survey of Campus Recruiters'. Along with Reading comprehension, we have also 
given you exercises in vocabulary enrichment, grammar and writing. Please attempt all 
the in text questions, as they will help you in understanding the passage better. 
 
 

4.2 TEXT - 1 

 

 
Read the text below with the help of the glossary and find the correct answers to 
the questions that follow. 
 
This can't be right. It is a Terrible Realisation that bursts like a firecracker inside Rajat 

Ratnakar's skull. What the hell is he doing here dangling from a multi-colored rope, 
about 30 meters over a mountain stream, sporting a white helmet with bright chunky 
metal mountaineering equipment decorating parts of his body. He feels unreal, stuck in 
a psychedelic moment, where fatigue has gripped him like a potent intoxicant, leaving 
him hallucinating and totally out of control. This can't be him, Rajat Rugged Ratnakar, 
hotshot manager, master of the cubicled corridors of his universe, legendary trouble-
shooter and the kind who only wears custom-tailored, single-breasted worsted suits. But 
here he is, miserable and defeated, wriggling in a sweatshirt under a grey sky with a 
bone-chilling wind flapping around his track bottoms. And no, this isn't an exotic holiday 

that he can brag about later in the cocktail circuit. This is a training programme, for God's 
sake. An asinine training programme that puts his life at risk to make him better at his job. 
"How the hell is this going to help me?" he shouts out to the clouds. 

 
That's easily answered. Ask any number of companies in corporate India-Motorola, 

Reckitt Coleman, Tata Lucent, Larsen and Toubro, Maruti Udyog Limited, American 

Express, Siemens, Citibank and they'll tell you how the huge outdoors has become 
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their latest training laboratory. Corporate life has seen the future and it lies in 
experiencing cathartic, encounters in the wild. Training programmes on developing 
management skills-you name it, high performance team building, improving decision 
making, redefining goals, giving and receiving feedback or building trust have shifted 
from the durbar halls of five-star hotels to the slippery slopes of the Himalayas. Today, 
more and more city-slick executives are joining such four-to-six day training camps 
that cost about a lakh of rupees for a group of 15. Training involves clambering over 
100-ft rock faces, swirling about in white-water rapids, or following a crude handmade 
map through thick forests with a rucksack on their back. Ask them and they'll tell you, 
wide-eyed, they're risking their lives, in a manner of speaking, to sharpen managerial 
skills. "Everybody's wisened up to outdoor training. It's catching on like a forest fire 
simply because it provides lasting results," says P.K. Sarangi, an HRD consultant. 

 

Why outdoors? For one big thing, the outdoors can be manipulated. You can twist it 
around to simulate an environment of uncertainty, of cutthroat competitiveness and in-
your-face experiences of emotional intensity that can send you reeling. Just like back 
home in a high-performance job. Says Bhupen Srivastava, an organisational behaviour 
consultant at the International management Institute, Delhi: "By adding risk or raising 
the stakes, one gets spontaneous responses to real problems, not the contrived ones 
you get in a classroom situation. Out there in the open, there are no parameters, no 
constraints, no distractions,just an all-pervasive raw and writhing sense of experience. 
The trick is to take that experience, process it and facilitate some kind of learning that 
the executive can link with his office environment," explains Srivastava. 
 

Add to that a natural process of bonding. The process of making team which stay in 
close proximity for 24'hours a day an entire week, sharing intense experience, 
facilitates a brotherhood. It's like life under a huge magnifying glass. Suddenly you 
feel you've known these guys all your life, their responses to situations become 
predictable and every action goes through close scrutiny and criticism. Besides, the 
outdoors, experts believe, help in self-growth. Says Rekha Bharadwaj, a behavioural 
consultant and HRD manager in BHEL: "It helps you confront your fears and self-
imposed limitations." She's seen it work all the time. A manager who gets vertigo just 
jumping over his garden gate suddenly starts believing that Everest isn't unachievable 
after scrambling up a 100-ft rock face. Of course, rack climbing is just used as a 
symbol. Behavioural experts link such self-imposed limits with office situations. "How 
often do we in office refuse particular tasks saying "I can't handle this?" asks 
Bharadwaj. 

 

Using the outdoors to bring out the best in people isn't new. Across the globe, right 
after the Second World War, organisations (mainly the armed forces) have been using 
it as a medium to toughen people. The innovation is how outfits which run such outdoor 
camps design exercises that lead to providing new insights into effective managerial 
behaviour. Says Tarun Chandana, Chief Executive of Discovery, one of the better 
known organisations in outdoor training with a permanent camp in the Kumaon hills: 
"Our exercises are made to evoke candid responses which are then analysed deeply." 

 

For instance, one such preliminary exercise is an event called Trust Fall. Here, an 
executive stands blindfold on a stone ledge with his back towards a 5-metre fall. On 
the slope below, his team members wait for his "leap of faith" as they stand, hands 
outstretched, ready to break his fall. It is chilling in its simplicity. Imagine leaning out 
backwards in the dark into a abyss, praying your team is there for you. A few realise 
that they just can't get themselves to do'it. After the exercise, everybody is asked to 
write about how they felt. This is an effort to find ordinary words that translate the 
powerlid feeling they experience. Straight away there is an intense reflective session 
of how important trust is in team dynamics. Many of them realise how, consciously 
or unconsciously, they have had to learn to trust people in their 
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team. "It sets the tone. Those guys who feel they've come up here for a five-day 
'holiday from the heat quickly realise we mean business," adds Chandana. 
 

(From INDIA TODAY) 27.4.98 

 
 

 

 

 

GLOSSARY 
 

psychedelic 
 
 

hallucinating 
 
 

brag 
 

trouble shooter 
 

cocktail circuit 
 

corporate India 
 

cathartic 
 
 

encounters 
 

spontaneous 
 

parameters 
 

writhing 
 

bonding 
 
; vertigo 

candid 

abyss 

reflective 

Check Your Progress 1 

 
 
 
 

 

Reproducing effects (as distorted images or sounds) 
resembling those produced by drugs. 
perceiving or experiencing things which have no 
reality. 

 

Boast 

 

a person skilled at solving problems 

 

places where one socializes 

 

the India of big companies 

 
purgation or purification that brings about spiritual 
renewal or release from tension 
 
meetings, especially sudden. 

 

not planned or suggested by something outside. 

 

factors which control the way a thing is done. 

Stressful 

 

developing a closeness 

 

a feeling of losing one's balance 

 

frank 
 
a hole so deep that it seems to have no bottom 

 

thought - provoking 
 

 

(i) In the first paragraph we have the description of: 

 
A. The dream or fantasy of an executive in a single breasted worsted 

suit. 
B. The exotic holiday of a corporate officer in a cocktail suit.  
C. The punishment meted out to a legendary troubleshooter.  
D. An open air training programme for business managers. 

  
(ii) Executives go in for cathartic encounters in the wild because 

 

A. it's the 'in' thing at the American Business Schools. 
B. it really helps to hone their managerial skills. 
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C. C. a four-to-six day training camp costs only a lakh of rupees for a group of      

15. 
D. D. its catching on like a forest fire. 
E.   
(iii) iii)  Training programmes for managers are being organised out of doors because 

 

A. A. they have had enough of the durbar halls of five star hotels.  
B. B. internationally reputed organisational behaviour consultants have suggested   

it.  
C. C.it helps them to see business problems as jungle adventures.  
D. D.the hazards there arouse immediate reactions to real problems instead of contrived 

boardroom solutions.  
 

iv) Outdoor sharing of risky life 
 

E. A.causes vertigoes in some office bound managers.  
F. B.reveals your weakness as under a huge magnifying glass. 

C.fosters a team spirit and selfgrowth.  
D. D.causes men to scramble up a 100 ft rockface as if they were 

mountaineers.  
 

v) Outdoor training organisations provide exercises that 
 
A.arouse reactions which are later discussed threadbare leading to new insights. 
B.are similar to those of the armed forces in the Second World War.  
C.test effective managerial behaviour of senior executives.  

D. D.have now spread across the globe. 
 

vi)The real value of undergoing a Trust Fall is that 
 

A. A.you really enjoy the five day holiday. 

B. B.realise the hard \tray how important is reliance on each other for people 
working together.  

C. C.Learn to write in ordinary words about powerful feelings. 
D.you learn to pray that your team is there as you lean out backwards . 
into an abyss. 
 

VOCABULARY 

 

Check Your Progress 2 

 

1 Match the word/phrase from column I with the correct meaning from column  
11. 

 
                                 I                                                                            II 

 

A. bursts like a fire cracker. 1. a powerful drug.  
 

B. trouble shooter 2. a very talented executive  
 

C. dangling from 3.highly sophisticated urbanised  
 

   people working in the corporate  
 

D. potent intoxicant 
  sector  

 

4.huge waves  
 

E. hotshot manager 5. with wonder and astonishment  
 

F. legendary 

6. a person skilled at solving 
difficult problems 

, 
 

G. cityslick executives 

H. clambering 

7. hanging by 
 

8.about whose achievements 
stories are told  
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I.rapids 9.    explodes 

J.wide eyed 10. climbing using hands and feet. 
 

Fill in the gaps in these sentences with words/phrases fiom the list 

below: 
 

The best Indian Business Schools like IIM Ahmedabad had academically 
doled out to their students A,             but that does not make of them B 

managers. They lack the ability to meet C   
situations. These young executives are often found wanting in the Q 

capacity. The obvious cause of all this is that the ITM's lack 

contact with the E  . Marketing brings them face to face with E 

competitiveness. The new entrants to the executive cadres are  

hardly aware of the desire to repose G in their colleagues.  

with those around them is necessary for the growth of a team  

spirit. Management Sciences are being taught while business 1 has 
been dropped, which shows that business realities are being ignored. If the 
fiesh MBA is to develop into a J                ,his class room windows must 
be thrown open to the actual happenings in Carporate India. 

 

 

decision making, high performance, troubleshooter 

bonding, real life, corporate sector, cut-throat, trust, 

history, corporate sector, management skills. 
 
 

We have in the text the adjective legendary formed from the noun legend, 
and the adjective slippery formed from the verb slip. Unfortunately there is 
no such rule for the use of ary, ery or ory at the end of such words. 

 
Now form adjectives from the given words: 

 
articulate, circulate, defame, mandate, prepare, participate, rudiment, station, 
rotate 

 
In the text the .word 'facilitate' is used several times. We have in English 
many words formed with 'ate! at the end. 

 
Given below are the meanings of several such words and the first letter of the 
words each one of them denotes. Write in full these words. They have all to 
end in ‘ate’ 

 
 

 

 
i) to absorb ideas/information 

in one’s mind 
 
ii) to link people/things in one's 

mind. 
 
iii)  to divide into two 
 
iv)        to estimate something in  numbers 

 
 

assimilate 
 
a……..a………. 
 
b……..b……… 
 
 

c……..c………. 

 

  v)         to mark the units of measurement                         d…….c…….. 
on a measuring instrument 

 

  vi)        to fix ideas firmly in somebody's                          e…….i……….. 
mind 

 

vii)         to combine two things in such a way that               d……….i……..                         

               one becomes fully a part of other 
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(viii) to form an idea of the value of e…… …….e…….. 

 

 
 

, / something   
 

    
 

 (ix) to throw one's self on the f……....p…….. 
 

  floor face downwards   
 

 (x) to change something into another g……. ......t……… 
 

  1anlPage   
 

 5. Sometimes two nouns are used together to form a phrase: the first one 
 

  functions as an adjective to qualify the second e.g. fire crackers 
 

 

Find at least eight more such phrase from Text (I) 

 

1……………………………… 

2……………………………… 

3……………………………… 

4……………………………… 

5……………………………… 

6…………………………….... 

7………………………………. 

8………………………………. 
 

 

GRAMMAR 

 

Words like 'training ‘and 'learning' are verbal-nouns (or gerunds). They can be used  
as: 

 
(1) subject of a sentence 

                                                                  Training involves climbing over 100 ft. rock faces. 
 

(2) objects to several verbs 
It facilitates learning 

 
(3) after prepositions 

 
Add to that a natural process of bonding. 

 
The infinitive (eg. to read) is often used in the same way. 

 
The interesting thing is that at most places, the gerund cannot replace the 
infinitive e.g. 'to laugh' cannot replace 'laughing' in 'I couldn't,help laughing' 
nor could 'to shop' take the place of 'shopping' in 'women-enjoy shopping. 

 

Check Your Progress 3 
 

I. Put the verbs in brackets into the correct form (gerund or infinitive) 
 

1. The manager is looking forward to (see) you. 
2. The public has been warned (not touch) the wire.  
3. Now the child wants (go).  
4. They helped us (push) the car.  
5 . Please forgive me for (intempt) you but would you mind (repeat) that last 

sentence. 
6 . He keeps (ask) me the time and I keep (tell) him (buy) a watch. 
7. The peacemaker tried (pacify) him but he went on (grumble).  
8. After (hear) the conditions I decided (not sign) the agreement. 
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9. The early man used (make) a fire by (rub) two sticks together. 
10. Don't forget (lock) the door before (go) to bed. 

 

Another point to be remembered is that the 'ing-form' (the infinitive +ing) also functions as an adjective. 
e.g. 

 

Training programmes have shifted to the slopes of the Himalayas. 
 

Also, when two actions by the same person occur simultaneously, one of them is expressed by the use of 
the participle (infinitive+ing) 

e.g. The salesman drove away. He whistled as he went. /The salesman drove away whistling as he went. 
 

The accountant opened the almirah. He took out a file. 
 

Opening the almirah, the accountant took out a file. 

 

II  Join the following pairs of sentences using the present participle. 
 

1. He switched on the T.V. He sat down to watch it.  
2. She looked through the book of dress designs. She came upon a very   attractive dress. 
3. She put on her swimming suit. She waded into the pool.  
4. He raised the trapdoor and showed them the secret exist. 
5 It was a fine day. We decided to go swimming.  
6 He did not want to borrow money.  He decided to pawn his jacket.  
7 He fired, he wounded one of the soldiers. 
8 There were ants in the grass. I did not like sitting down. 
9 They risk their lives. They sharpen their managerial skills.  
10 They burn the midnight oil. They ensure their success in the exams. 

 

WRITING 

 

Check Your Progress 4 

 

1   You have just joined a corporate house in a far away city as a junior accounts        executive. The 
CEO of this company's branch has impressed you greatly. Write a letter to an M.B.A. friend back 
home. Describe to him your CEO. Before doing so, study the description of Rajat Rugged Ratnakar. 
You might have to collect some more phrases about managerial abilities, a person's resourcefulness 
and dress description. The main body of the letter should be around 150 words. 

 

. 
2 Imagine you are working under Tarun Chandana of 'Discovery' in Kumaon 

 

 Hills. Produce a short write up (about 150 words) about 'Discovery' 
 

  concentrating on: 
 

  1. the utility of outdoor training for young managers. 
 

  2. the plus point of 'Discovery'; 
 

  (a) its location and easy accessibility. 
 

  (b) its able, experienced highly educated staff. 
 

 

4.3 TEXT -2 - A SURVEY OF CAMPUS RECRUITERS 
 

The findings of the XLR's survey can also tell you whether you are in the mainstream or the backwaters - in 

terms of your expectations from the Business School graduates you hire. 
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Information technology, steamrolled, entrepreneurial, campus, Business School 

graduates, integrated, delivering, brash, very efficiently, solo trailblazers 

 

 
Does the ability to fit into a team, and still function at the top most level of his/her 
competence count as the most important feature you look for in an MBA? It does for 
most recruiters. Solo trailblazers are not in as much demand as they once used to be. 
At one level, that's a testimony to the increasing dependence on team play, especially 
at the junior managerial levels, with the objective of using collective responsibility and 
cross personal synergies for critical tasks. At another level, it also marks the problems 
that companies have been facing in trying to integrate young MBAs with older, non-
MBA managers. Under these circumstances, teams are, obviously, the ideal device for 
leveraging the skills of an MBA. 

 
To justify their seven figure salaries, MBAs are expected to perform on the job. The 
ability to start delivering immediately, instead of spending time orienting themselves 
to the company's culture and goals, is considered second only to team work. Third, 
tellingly, are interpersonal skills. Few CEOs want their company boats to be rocked 
by the brash young MBA who steamrolls system, antagonizing people in the process. 
Two other skills that companies want their management trainees to display are 
leadership and problem solving abilities. 
 
Do you expect your latest recruits to create pockets of entrepreneurship within your 
company? You're either ahead of the times or are ignoring more important issues, 
entrepreneurship, and the associated qualities of independence which are considered 
irrelevant by a large number of companies as far as their management trainees are 
concerned, however much they may value the same skills among their middle and 
senior managers. 
 
Time was when recruiters acting under instructions from their CEOs chased the 

hottest marketing, finance and production talents on campuses. But today, the're 

looking for value addition not in these classic line functions, but in two critical 

support areas: human resources management and information technology. 

(From 'Business Today'. Dec.1997) 
 

Check Your Progress 5 

 

1 Fill in the gaps with words/phrases given below: 

(i) At one time the best Business School Grades were those emerging from IIM Ahmedabad. 

(ii) The recruiters from most companies are not at all anxious to have………………… 

(iii) The fresh MBAs are required to function………………………. side by side with fitting 

into the team at the work place.   

(iv) The Kerala fishing industry is well…………………..with the local landscape and 

seascape.    

(v) He is able to switch from one company to the other because whatever outfit he may join, 

he starts   ………….. immediately.  

(vi) The successful marketing manager was often………………….and rubbed his colleagues 

on the wrongside. 

(vii) The two big companies of cable operators in Delhi…………………………..the

 innumerable small fry in the trade and thus acquired a monoply.  

(viii) The founders of the big Indian business houses displayed 

great……………………………….. skills. 

(ix) The RD managers shop for talent at the IIM 

(x) These days company recruiters chase the hottest………………………………..

 talents. 
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2. Fill-in the gaps with suitable prepositions from the list given below:- 

 

1. MBAs are expected to perform………………….the job. 

 

2. New entrants have to orient themselves………………the company's 

culture. 

3. Brash young managers rub people on the wrong side and antagonize 

them…………..the process. 

4. In the middle of the meeting our assistant manager brought………….. 

the subject of the big merger. 

5. The staff had to work long 

after office hours to deal with the 

backlog……………. others. 

6. Using the outdoors to bring the best people is not new. 

7. The executive learns things from outdoor experience that he can link 

his/her office environment. 

8. Recruiters fight tooth and nail with their competitors……………..the 

brightest talent.  

9. The CEOs expect system management to be at the forefront of their 

management initiatives…………….. the next five years.  

10. They act under instructions……………. their CEO's.  
 

out, with, for, over, from, to, in, of, up, on. 

 

Check Your Progress 6 
 

Write a paragraph on "All that I learnt at my Business School". 

 

   List the conventional skills that are usually taught at Business schools. 

 

  Write another paragraph headed "What I did not learn at my "Business School" i.e. 
the new demands made on the young MBAs (100 words each). 

 

 

4.4 LET US SUM UP 
 

 

In this unit, we have given you two reading passages with business themes. We have 
tried to help you understand the passages by giving you comprehension question and  

, vocabulary exercises. We have also revised some grammar items, i.e. non-finite 
verbs and propositions. Finally we have given you written work. We hope that you 
have attempted the in text questions. 

 

ANSWERS 
 

Check Your Progress 1 
 

(i) D (ii) B (iii) D (iv) C (v) A (vi) B 
 

Check Your Progress 2 

 

 

1.          A(9),B(6),C(7),D(1),E(2),F(8),G(3),H(10),I(4),J(5) 

 

2. A(management skills), B(high performance), C(rea1 life), 
D(decision making), E(corporate sector), F(cut throat), G(trust) 
H(bonding), I(history), J(troubleshooter). 
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3 
 

                                                  4 

 

                                                  5 

  

 
articulatory, circulatory, defametory, mandatory, preparatory, 
participatory, rudimetary, stationery, rotatory. 
 
i) assimilate, ii) associate iii) bifurcate iv) calculate v) calibrate vi) 

inculcate vii) integrate viii) estimate ix) prostrate x) translate. 
 
trouble shooter, sweat shirt, track bottoms, rock faces, cocktail circuit, durbar   
halls, water rapids, five star hotels, forest fire, self growth, class room 
situations. 
 

Check Your Progress 3 

 

1. seeing, 2. to touch 3. to go 4, to push 5. interrupting, repeating 6. asking, 

telling, to buy 7. to pacify, grumbling 8, hearing, to sign 9. to make, rubbing 

10. to lock, going 

 

Check Your Progress 5 

 

Business School graduates, ii. solo trailblazers iii. very efficiently iv. integrated 

v. delivering vi. brash vii. steam rolled viii. enterpreneurial ix. campus x. 

information technology. 

 

2. 1. on 2. to 3. in 4.up 5.of 6. out 7. with 8. for 9. over 10. from 
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UNIT 5 READING COMPREHENSION-II 

 

Structure 

5.0 Objectives 

5.1 Introduction 

5.2 Text-1 

5.3 Text-11: Vocabulary 

5.4 Text 111 

5.5 Let Us Sum Up 

 Answers 
 
 

5.0 OBJECTIVES 

Our aim in this unit is to 

 give you practice in reading business texts and answering questions on it 
to find out whether you have understood the texts. 

 enhance your business vocabulary  
 revise grammatical features such as the to-infinitive and question 

formation 

  practice some written work. 
 
 

5.1 INTRODUCTION 
 
 
In this unit, we have exposed you to three business texts. One is on advertising, 
the other is a kind of a cloze which is an answer to a letter of complaint and the 
third is on the performance of a company. 
 
We have given you different types of comprehension questions to attempt. 
Some of them concentrate on getting the gist (skimming) while others make you 
look for details (scanning) 
 

In Text I1 - vocabulary, you are made to create your own text by choosing the 

right vocabulary item. 
 
In Text 111, we are teaching you the skills of cohesion and coherence. Here you 
have to insert the missing lines into the text. 
 
We have spent a lot of time in enhancing your vocabulary. Our desire is to make 
you fluent in business English by equipping you with a good vocabulary. 
 
In the grammar sections, our aim is to revise some grammatical items, which 
help you to speak and write correctly. 
 
Finally, we have given you some written work. This will help you to help 
you to attempt the other two sections which are on writing skills with ease. 
 
We hope you enjoy going through the unit. 

 

5.2 TEXT 1 

 
The Bengal Gazette published in 1780 from Calcutta, edited by James Augustus 
Hicky, was the pioneer in publication of advertisements in India. Also known as 
Calcutta General Advertiser, a major section of the Gazette was obviously covered 
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by advertisements. Subsequently in 1790 Courier of Bombay carried advertisements 
with a touch of specialty. Though the newspaper was published in English, 
advertisements appeared in regional languages -in Guajarati, Marathi and Konkani. 
With the introduction of the language press, advertisements in the form of 
announcements and notifications started appearing in language periodicals and 
newspapers. 

 
A survey of initial advertisements reveals that three-fourths of the early Indian 

advertising comprised announcements. Much space was devoted to advertisements 

for Yorkshire ham, cheese, grocery, clothes, hats, shoes, Irish linen, etc.  
Advertisements under the headlines 'Public Auctions', 'To be Let', etc. had the lion's 
share [.....]. 
 
'Runaway' advertisements, another typical set of ads, appeared very frequently as the 
early advertisements during 1786- 1835. The Britishers, who used to keep "Black 
Boys" as slaves, advertised for tracing the runaway slave boys. Their ads closely 
followed the advertising style of their American counterparts with little more detailed 
description.[. ..] 
 
Elopement advertisements concerning the wives of the Britishers, in most cases 
eloping with another Britisher and rarely with a native, also featured in the,early 
advertisements. [. ..] 
 
Advertisements of medicines of magic remedies which started appearing modestly 
around end - 18th century became the largest advertised product category by 1880 
which occupied 50 per cent of the advertising space of newspapers. While allopathic 
medicines were advertised in English, mainly in The Times of India and The Tribune, 
Bengali ads used to appear in the Amrita Bazar Patrika (which used to be published in 
Bengali till 1876), ayurvedic medicine ads appeared in Malayala Manorarna and 
Mumbay samachar [. ...] 
 
Advertisements of books, especially translations from Sanskrit and Persian into English 
also covered respectable advertisement space. Most prominent of these were English 
translations of the 'Bhagwat Geeta' 'Ayeen Akbery' and 'Uttar Rama Cherita'. Gradually 
number of products like Kesharanjan hair oil, Flex boot polish, chocolates, fans run by 
kerosene, gramophones, jewellery shops, tailoring shops, shows in Bengali and Parsi 
theatre houses started making their appearance. 
 
From Advertising Today by Sarojit Datta (1965) P.M. Bagchi & Co. Pvt. Ltd. 

Calcutta 

 

Reading Comprehension 
 
Check Your Progress 1 . 

 
1. Is it true that all of the words in italics are names of newspapers? If not, what 

are the other publications mentioned in the text? 
2. What are some of the early advertisements mentioned in the text?  
3. Which para mentions ads about the elopement of British wives?  
4. What was the section of the Bengal Gazatte for advertisements called?  
5. The above text is about: 

 
a. Indian Newspapers in the early 18th  Century 
b. British newspapers in the early 18th Century~ 

              c The early stages of advertising in India. 
  
6. The text deals with a contrast between 
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a. Newspapers and magazines. 
b. Ads for consumer products and services  
c. Advertising during the early and later colonial period in India. 

 
7. Which product was largely advertised in the late 19' century? 

 
8. Draw up a list of ads for consumer products and consumer services under 

separate headings. 
 

        Consumer products                     Consumer services 

1.      ...................... 1. .................... 

  2.           ...................... 2. .................... 

etc. etc.  
  

Vocabulary 

 

Check Your Progress 2 

 

1. Make nouns of the following verbs:  

 

i)  Publish         
ii) Advertise.   
iii) Introduce        
iv)    announce 

 
 

v)    notify 
 

vi)   describe  
 

vii)   elope  
 

viii)   appear  
 

ix)  translate  
 

x)  produce  
 

 

2. Use the nouns to fill in the blanks 
 

 i) I learnt of his death through an   in the newspaper.  

 ii) The father read about the of his daughter in the  
  newspapers.    

 iii) You will be sent an official         of the results of your  
  interview by post.    

 iv) I have read the Iliad in    

 v) Several of her articles have been accepted for   

 vi) The Government saw the        of new technology as vital  
  for survival in the 21" century.    

 vii) The fight was stopped thanks to the prompt              of the police.  
 viii) We have short listed all the applications which we received in answer  
  to our    

3. Fill in the blanks by selecting an appropriate word given in brackets against 
 

 each sentence.    
i)     Advertisements help give wide publicity to many new consumer 
                                   .(goods, products) 
ii)   Advertisements often  the good features of a product. 

         (invent, exaggerate) 

iii) The electronic media a lot of money through 

      advertisements. (earns, spends) 

iv) Advertisements with  are attractive. (illustrations, 

     pictures). 
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v) Advertisements help many deserving people to get good   
    (jobs, posts) 
vi) If there were no ads we would not                           about new 

products.     (remember,      know)  
vii) All adults go through ads in the                       of finding jobs  tailor-
made for them; (aspiration, hope) 
 
Grammar 
 
Let's study these sentences: 

 
 Governments depend on advertisement toforeign investor 
 Advertisements are used to advise citizens about traffic, tax and drug 

laws. 
 
The underlined words - the infinitives - give the reason or the purpose: 
 

 Why do governments depend on advertisements? 
Ans. (to lure foreign investors) 

 Why are advertisements used? 
Ans. (to advise citizens about tax laws). 

 

Check Your Progress 3 

 

1. Frame questions beginning with & based on the following statements: 
 
i) Advertisements are put in the papers to recruit young men into the Army, Navy 
and Air Force.  
ii) We should put a number of advertisements in the papers to spur economic 
development.  
iii) Many times visuals are used in advertisements to make them attractive. 
iv) A number of doctors are going to Afghanistan to help the victims of the 
earthquakes.  
v) Rallies are being held to prevent the use of nuclear weapons.  

vi)Book Fairs are being held throughout the country to promote the 

habit of reading. 
vii)Our course is being revamped to make it more learner friendly. 
viii)The army has been summoned to repair the bridge. 
 

2. Complete these sentences: 
 

i) A number of people are going to the theatre to ...................... 
ii) A famous Cricketer has been requested to ............... 
iii) The insolvent merchant's property is being auctioned to ............ 
iv) The village craftsmen have been invited to Delhi to .................  

                    v) All tourists go to Agra to ............................... 
 

  

3. Complete this letter with suitable words taken from the box. 
 

 
 
                                                          To take off ,                 to land,        to go up 
 

    to worry, to watch, to shine 
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Dear Ravi, 
 
      I'm staying with my cousin in Egypt. Yesterday I got the chance i in a hot 
air balloon! I didn't have time ii about being scared. We just climbed into the 
basket, impatient for the balloon iii. 
 
         We floated over the Nile and looked at the breathtaking view. There was 

a gentle wind at first, but after an hour the sun started iv. After sometime we 

began looking for a safe place v. Many people stopped vi us landing. I was 

happy to be on the ground again, but it was a day I'll never forget. 
 
Love. 
 
Ajit 
 

 

4.3 TEXT-11 :VOCABULARY 
 

 

Check Your Progress 4 
 

 Read this letter of apology. 

 Choose the best word to fill each gap. 
21" May 1999 

 

Dear Mr. Gupta, 
 
      Thank you for your letter of May 20. I was very 1 to hear about 
your problems with our service agents. I had no 2 that you were in any 
way 3. 
 
If you had let me know 4, I could have 5 this immediately. Our service 
agents in your country are normally most 6 and I can only 7 that the 
particular engineer 8 for your area is at fault. 
 
Let me 9 you that our after sales service to you in future will be 10.In 
future you will receive 11 within 24 hours of calling the engineer. 
 

If you 12 any other difficulties please call me or fax me at once and I will 
take 13 action. 
 
Again, let me say how sorry I am. When I have 14 the causes of your 
difficulties, I will let you know the 15. 
 
Yours sincerely, 
 

 

(S.L. SHARMA) 
 

1. A. unhappy           B. sorry                  C. sad          D. disturbed 

2. A. feeling             B. knowledge    C. inkling          D. idea 

3. A.       dissatisfied          B. discontented     C. disinterested         D. disgruntled 

4. A. before              B.earlier     C. at once          D. soon 

5. A. enquired B. replied     C. investigate         D. discussed 
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 6. A. desirable B. reliable C. accountable D. dutiful 
 7. A. assume B. delineate C. believe D. deduce 

 8. A. accountable B. reliable C. responsible D. blameworthy 

 9. A. tell B. assure C. promise D. comfort 
 10. A. exceptional B. excellent C. perfect D. exemplary 

 11. A. attention B. notice C. service D. communication 

 12. A. feel B. expect C. face D. filld 

 13. A. exact B. quick C. immediate D. instant 
 14. A. enquired B. examined C. discussed D. investigate 

 15. A. consequences B. output C. outcome D. conclusions 
 
 

 
5.4 TEXT-III 
 

 

Check Your Progress 5 

 

*Read this text which is about the performance of Naturo Air Corporation. 
 

*Choose the best sentence from the list A-I tofill each of the blanks. 
 

*For each blank mark only one letter (A-I) on your.answer sheet. 

 

*Do not mark any letter twice. 
 

A. Arvind Valluri had been given a tough mandate. 

 
B.  Valluri had joined Naturo in 1980 as a sales manager and moved rapidly up the  

hierarchy to become head of marketing by 1996. 
 
C. From the onset, the company had followed a uniform marketing strategy. 

 
D.   While the industry had grown at 15% during the previous three years, Naturo's 

sales grew between 5 and 6%. 
 
E. Each multi-crore project had been implemented within the specified 

parameters of cost, quality and time. 
 
F. Its R & D wing had developed several products in different price segments, which had 

been well received in the market. 

 
G. Valluri was certain that the fault lay in Naturo's marketing strategy, which seemed to 

have lost its cutting edge. 
 
H. But it was in the commercial segment that Naturo was truly dominant with a market 

share of about 80%. 
 
I. He was aware that the company's after-sales service was no more than average. 
 

Naturo Air Corporation 

 

Though summer had set in early, Arvind Valluri, Vice-President (Marketing, Naturo Air 
Corporation-involved in the business of manufacturing and marketing air-conditioners 
could see little reason for cheer. 

 

The cause of his disquiet was Naturo's sales figures. (O) D, The current year’s unaudited 

results showed that the turnover had gone up by just six per cent, from Rs 
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212 crore to Rs 225 crore. Although Naturo's nearest competitor, Cool Enviro, 
was way behind with a tumover of Rs 65 crore, it had recorded a 25% growth 
over the previous year. (1)_. 

 

Founded in 1973, Naturo quickly established itself as the industry leader within 

two decades. The company had established a state of the-art manufacturing facility 

and nutured, over a period, a pool of technical skills. (2)_.By 1992, Naturo had 

cornered am impressive share of the air-conditioning market in the organised 

sector.  

(3) _. The company had a reputation for executing large projects in coordination 

with builders and civil contractors. It had bagged virtually every major contract in 

the country in the late 1980s, enhancing its visibility. (4)_. And, while it was quite 

active in the hospitals segment, it maintained a very low profile in the home 

segment.  
  
(5)_.His long term mandate was to ensure that Naturo would remain the market 
leader, but his immediate brief was to enhance the rate of growth in turnover. 
Having risen through the ranks, Valluri knew the gaps in the company's 

marketing strategies.(6)_.Thus, the findings of the market research he had 
commissioned came as no big surprise: 60% of the customers were 
dissatisfied with Naturo's after-sales service. Of them, 45% were categorial 
in stating that they would switch over to some other brand if there was a 
need to buy the product again. 
 
GRAMMAR 
 

Simple past tense and past perfect tense 

 

Look at the following sentences. 

 
1.The current year's unaudited results showed that the turnover had gone up by just six 

percent.  

2.Thus, the findings of the market research he had commissioned came as no big surprise.

  
We use the past perfect tense to talk about an action in the past that happened 
before another action in the past. You have noticed in the examples given above 
that two actions are completed in the past, and the action which takes first is 
expressed in the past perfect,and the action which takes place later is expressed, in 
the simple past. 
 
The past usually occurs with the simple past in the sentence, but the past perfect 

can be the only tense in a sentence if a specific past time is given. 
 
3.It had bagged virtually every major contract in the country in the late 
1980's ..... 
 
Check Your Progress 6 
 
1.There has been a fire in a godown. The fire station has been informed. But 
it took some time for the fire engines to arrive. By the time the fire engines 
arrived a lot has already happened. Using the past perfect tense, make at 
least five sentences about the events that had already occurred by the time 
the fire engines arrived. The first one has been done for you. Clues are given 
for the rest. 
 
Large crowd had gathered at the spot. 

 people being evacuated from the godown 

 first aid given to injured  
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 attempts to retrieve goods 

 police already arrived  
 ambulance come 

 photographer and press arrived 

 "management of the company arrived 

 
2. Fill in the blanks using the simple past or past perfect tense of the given 

verbs. 
i) When I …………..the office I………….that somebody…………..  
  reach              f ind                                          broke  
 into our office and………………all the computers.   
   steal    
ii) Mrs Mishra…………….home when I…………. her.  She…………..  
                      just get                        phone                         be 
             in Calcutta.   
       
iii) We…………… late at the theatre, and the play……………already.  
             arrive                                           begin   
iv) There…………………..a car by the side of the toad. It………….down and
  
     be                                          break  
 the driver was trying to repair it.  So, we by to see if we could  
    stop   
 help.      
v) The United States…………...its first satellite in 1958. At that time, the  
   launch    
 Soviet Union…………. two satellites into orbit around the earth.  
   Put        
 

Check Your Progress 7 
 

1. Suggests in about 200 words what Arvind Valluri would do to improve the 

performance of his company. 

 

5.5 LET US SUM UP 

 

In this unit we have given you passages to read which  
The reading comprehension questions are so framed to help you develop 
various strategies for reading. 
 

We have dealt with vocabulary in various interesting ways. This is help you 
become 'friends' with words. 
 

Different aspects of grammar have been revised to enable correctness in speech 
and writing. 
 

Finally, just a little practice in writing, so that you can tackle the next two 
blocks easily. 
 

ANSWERS 
 

Check Your Progress 2 
 

1. i) publication ii) advertisement 
1   

iii) introduction iv) announcement 
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 v) notification vi) description 

 vii) elopement viii) appearance 

 ix) translation x) production 

2. i) announcement ii) elopement 
 iii) notification iv) translation 

 v) publication vi) introduction 

 vii) appearance viii) advertisement 

3. 1) goods ii) exaggerate 

 iii) earns iv) illustrations 

 v) jobs vi) know 

 vii) hope   
 

Check Your Progress 3 

 

1. We will help with two answers. You may, then, follow the pattern  
i) Why are ads put in the newspapers? 

 
                          ii) Why are doctors going to Afganisation 

 

3. i) to go up ii) to worry iii) to take off 
 iv) to shine       v) to lend     vi) to water 
 

Check Your Progress 4 
 

1) B    2) D    3)    A    4)    B   5)   C 
 
6) B       7)A     8)    C     9)   B    10)  D 
 
11) C      12) C   13)  C    14)  B   15)  C 

 

Check Your Progress 5 
 

1) G   2)  F   3)  E  4)  H    5)  A  6)  I. 
 

 

Check Your Progress 6 

2 

 

i) reached, found, had broken, stolen 

ii) had just got, phoned, had been 

iii) arrived, had begun 

iv) was, had broken, stopped 

v) launched, had put 

 


